
44. The Reality of Physical Optics 
at the Institute

Brian J. Thompson

The model that President Rush Rhees used in conjunction with his industrial counterparts
and backers, George Eastman and Edward Bausch, for “his Institute” was the already suc-
cessful Technical Optics Department at the Royal College of Science of the Imperial
College of Science & Technology in London, England. Not only was this the model, but
he hired the first two faculty members in England: Rudolf Kingslake, who had graduated
from that Technical Optics Department in the second graduating class, for geometrical
optics and A. Maurice Taylor for physical optics. These subjects were viewed as the two
fundamental branches of the field so those of us who are working, or who have worked in
the Institute in physical optics and developed that limb of the “optics tree” can trace our
ancestry in part to 1929 and Maurice Taylor. He was a Ph.D. graduate from Cambridge
University and co-author of a book, The Infrared Analysis of Molecular Structures, with F. I. G.
Rawlins. While Kinglake had been appointed by the board of trustees in June of 1929, they
didn’t act on Taylor’s appointment until November of 1929.

The long and productive road from 1929 to 2003 has seen an explosion of under-
standing, of new fundamental knowledge, and of diverse and interesting, and yes impor-
tant, applications of physical optics. Maurice Taylor returned to England in 1934 and later
became the chairman of the physics department at Southampton University. It so hap-
pened that in 1959 I applied for a position in his department as a lecturer (�Associate
Professor) having previously spent several years as an Assistant Lecturer (�Assistant
Professor) at Manchester University. However, I ended up accepting a position at Leeds
University. Little did I know at that time that I would follow in Taylor’s physical optics
footsteps in the Institute, almost exactly forty years after his appointment. Another impor-
tant connection back to the very start of the Institute was Helen Tobin who was the orig-
inal secretary to Dr. Wilkins, the acting director, and to the small faculty including Maurice
Taylor. Helen became my secretary and administrative assistant when I came to Rochester
as director of The Institute of Optics and Professor of Optics in 1968. Helen Tobin retired
in 1972 with an amazing record of forty-three years of continuous and dedicated service
to the Institute, and the University from which she graduated. Needless to say, she was
absolutely invaluable in the director’s office.

When Taylor returned to England in 1934, his place was taken by J. Stuart Campbell
(Ph.D. Cal-Tech) whose particular interest was in vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy.
Unfortunately, Campbell died suddenly in September of 1939. F. W. Paul joined the
Institute in 1939 and was then appointed to the position of Assistant Professor of Physical
Optics. Paul’s special expertise was in the field of infrared spectroscopy. Paul served the
Institute very well until 1947.

A very significant appointment was made in 1947 when M. Parker Givens (Ph.D.
Cornell) joined the Institute and accepted the important responsibility for physical optics.
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He brought a broad point of view to the full range of physical optics knowledge and research
problems. The literature contains many significant papers in both research and teaching on
such topics as “Phase in the knife-edge diffraction pattern,” “Demonstration experiments in
optics using a gas laser,” and “Production of zone plates by holographic techniques.” One
of his papers whose title is “curious” is “Comments on a ‘Curious Optical Theorem’ ” (the
curious reader can find it in Am. J. Phys 30(9), p. 851, 1968). Finally we must record that
Parker’s dedication to teaching made him one of our great teachers, whose contributions
continued well into his retirement years. We are all very proud of the fact that, thanks to
the generosity of the Wyant family, we have a chair named for M. Parker Givens. Jim
Wyant had received his M.S. (1967) and Ph.D. (1968) from the Institute and is in the midst
of his own distinguished career in the academy and in industry.

In the Kingslake history of the Institute they characterized the period 1955–1968 as
“The Rise of Modern Optics.” Geometrical, physical and quantum optics were all part of
that “rise” . . . but in a very important integrated way. Appointments related to physical
optics included Philip Baumeister who developed a major program in thin film design and
fabrication that has had a lasting impact and still remains one of significant activity in the
world of academic and industrial optics. M. V. R. K. Murty also joined the faculty and
pursued studies in interferometry with special reference to rotational-shearing interferome-
try. In related fields extensive work was carried out in laser research in the 1960s notably
by M. Hercher, D. Sinclair and J. Forsyth all of whom received their doctoral degrees and
subsequently became important faculty members.

1959 was a particularly important year for optics at the University of Rochester. Emil
Wolf accepted a faculty appointment. He was already a very distinguished scholar and
teacher at Bristol University, Cambridge University, Edinburgh University, and
Manchester University. The year he joined the Institute was the same year that the first
edition of the text Principles of Optics was published. It is usually referred to as “Born &
Wolf ” (i.e., the authors’ names) rather than its actual title. It is currently in its seventh edi-
tion and is still a best seller. Emil Wolf brought to the Institute a rigorous theoretical view
of electromagnetic fields and their propagation including, of course, coherent and partially
coherent fields. As of this writing, he is still very active publishing original works, review
articles and books as well as teaching and guiding the research of graduate students.

Interestingly I first met Emil Wolf in 1955 at Manchester University when I was working
on my Ph.D. My interests were in diffraction studies in part as they related to optical ana-
logues to x-ray diffraction and the determination of crystal structures. I was very fortunate to
have Henry Lipson and Charles Taylor as my mentors. My initial task was to fully charac-
terize the optical diffractometer (a relatively new instrument) and its performance and to solve
a number of specific problems of optical and mechanical alignment, focusing, resolution and
coherence control (both spatial and temporal). The last item on my list caused me to search
out Emil wolf—I could not believe my good fortune in finding that Dr. Wolf was at that time
a Research Fellow in the Theoretical Physics Department at Owens College of the University
of Manchester (I was in the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology).
Thus, Emil became my third major mentor leading to our joint work on “Two-beam inter-
ference with partially coherent light,” a sample of the published experimental results became
a two page illustration in Principle of Optics. This association led to the preparation of other
illustrations for that same book. Wolf has had significant influence on my own experimental
studies, including specific coherence control applications, and also the three-dimensional
structure of diffraction by plane apertures; circular, annular and rectangular. This in turn led
to early work on optical processing and optical Fourier synthesis.
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Not much later I caught up with Emil in the United States when I came to work with
George Parrent (himself a former Ph.D. student of Emil Wolf ’s) at Technical Operations
in the Boston area in 1963. And, of course, we came back together in Rochester when
I joined the Institute in 1968.

Emphasis on a strong physical optics program continued since we had gone from the
early days of a single professor representing physical optics to a multiple faculty approach
with each faculty member having their own special areas of interest as well as interlocking
interest with other faulty in the Institute. The application of physical optics concepts also
took us into cooperative activities with colleagues in other disciplines (for example, the
development of the Laboratory for Laser Energetics [LLE], medical optics including
holographic particle sizing, automated cytology, and image processing with colleagues in
electrical engineering and the medical school).

Emil Wolf ’s influence on physical optics has continued over many years as he wrote
on such topics as inverse scattering, evanescent waves, radiometric models, focused fields,
quantum optics, partial coherence in the space-frequency domain, red shifts and blue shifts
(Wolf shift) and many more too numerous to mention here.

As for myself, I was working on holography with particular interests in particle size
analysis as applied to a variety of fields, infra-red holography and holographic interferom-
etry; optical processing (including the Knox-Thompson algorithm); apodisation of coherent
imaging and beam propagation systems; hybrid processing; two-step phase microscopy; and
the Lau effect amongst other topics. I was blessed with great graduate students and
wonderful faculty and post-doctoral fellows who also worked on some of these topics and
several related fields. Balasubramanian’s infectious enthusiasm got both Parker Givens and
myself very interested in coherent optics applied to mapping and photogrammetry (a sam-
ple of this work is the subject of an early proceedings of SPIE 45, 1974—the proceedings of
a conference held in Rochester). John Heurtley and George Sherman joined our faculty
and put their own particular spin on our physical optics endeavors.

All of the work in the Institute has been recorded in the scholarly literature of the time
that documents a productivity of which we are particularly proud. In addition a significant
effort was made in our important area of responsibility to teaching and education. This
responsibility manifested itself in the quality and quantity of our course offerings within the
Institute and those offered “on-the-road.” Our one-on-one teaching and guidance of grad-
uate students significantly expanded, starting in the 1960s. Another part of this mission has
been in the preparation and publication of books, monographs, tutorial texts, conference
proceedings and editorial leadership in scholarly publications. Principle of Optics, aka “Born
& Wolf,” continues to be a major educational resource book almost forty-five years since
it first appeared; Progress in Optics, edited by Emil Wolf (forty-four volumes and counting),
has been of immense value to our optics community. The original Physical Optics Notebook

that Goerge Parrent and I prepared for SPIE was well received and the very much
expanded version, The New Physical Optics Notebook—Tutorials in Fourier Optics, prepared with
the additional help of John DeVelis and George Reynolds, is still in print. As a final example
from a long list I would record the Optical Engineering book series published by Marcel
Dekker under my editorship since 1982—over eighty volumes and counting.

The leadership of our physical optics activity became Nicholas George’s responsibil-
ity when he became director of the Institute in 1977. Other new people joined the team,
including Chris Dainty and John Rogers, whose interest in lens design led him into the
world of holographic optical elements. G. Michael Morris came from Caltech as a doc-
toral student with Nicholas George; Mike Norris has had his own distinguished career
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in the Institute and now in industry.
But this later era is documented else-
where in this volume.

It is always difficult to mention
names in an article like this for fear of
offending people either because they
were not mentioned or because they
were mentioned but not with sufficient
accuracy. I hope that the readers and
my colleagues will forgive me if I
didn’t mention them or I misrepre-
sented them. I gave examples as they
came to mind, so on a different day
at a different time other examples
would have come to mind. The above
paragraphs are a few of the many
vignettes that record the strength of
our efforts as a community of faculty, scholars, graduate students, and undergraduates all
learning together for the greater good of our discipline.

Let me end where I began in stressing the importance of physical optics. Carlos
Stroud, the editor of this volume, drew my attention to a paper by Brian O’Brien. Carlos
wrote, “Brian O’Brien explains the Stiles-Crawford effect first approximately by geomet-
ric optics, but then shows that diffraction in the rods and cones in the eye are necessary
to understand the details. I thought that was a nice demonstration that physical optics is
important in vision.” You are, of course, quite right Carlos. Vision has always been an
important part of the Institute, which had a significant role to play in founding the Center
for Visual Science. We in the Institute were very pleased when David Williams joined the
faculty of the University since he brought a very important physical point of view to the
field of vision research. Again, on a personal note, I was particularly pleased to contribute
in a small way to some of David’s research. David now occupies the W. G. Allyn chair in
Medical Optics endowed with a gift from the Allyn family and the Welch Allyn company.
W. G. Allyn received his B.S. degree from the Institute in optometry in 1934; so the
Institute’s seventy-fifth anniversary coincides with Bill Allyn’s seventieth reunion year.
These events are very special to me since the Allyn family are my personal friends as well
as friends of the Institute. I have been proud to serve as a director of this privately owned
company for many years and will retire from that board at the next annual meeting. A
final closing comment brings me full circle. My first teaching assignment as a very young
faculty member in the Department of Applied Physics in the University of Manchester’s
Institute of Science and Technology was to present a course specifically designed for
optometry students!

Brian Thompson, Karen Jacobson, and Tom Stone

watch Peter Gough set up an experiment.
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45. The Fifty-Year Celebration: 1979

Hilda Kingslake

The fiftieth anniversary, celebrated on Monday, October 8, 1979, occurred in a most favor-
able period in the life of The Institute of Optics. It was now well established and fully occu-
pying its own very fine building on the River Campus. When in 1976 Brian Thompson was
appointed Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Science he had already arranged
for the Fifty-Year History to be prepared in time for the Jubilee Celebration in 1979. Nicholas
George, who succeeded him as Director in 1977, continued the advance planning for the
anniversary. Further, the Optical Society of America had planned that the Society hold its
1979 Annual Meeting in Rochester in recognition of the fiftieth year of The Institute of
Optics, with Nicholas George appointed chairman of the local arrangements committee.
Finally, the University granted the Institute the use of the Hartnett Gallery in Wilson
Commons for the month of October, thereby ensuring that the whole River Campus shared
in the anniversary celebration. The appointed day of celebration, Monday, October 8, had
been planned immediately to precede the meeting of the Optical Society.

The Hartnett Gallery. The Hartnett Gallery exhibit was entitled “Fifty Years of Optics in
Rochester” and was designed to attract the attention and interest of the learned and
unlearned, the young and the old on the River Campus, as well as visiting alumni of The
Institute of Optics. Rare books and small exhibits occupied a few glass cases, photographs
and portraits and scientific pictures covered the walls, and there were two pieces of stand-
ing apparatus, the Munsell “color tree” and a fine hologram which attracted great atten-
tion. Conger W. Gabel, a member of the faculty at the time, undertook the arduous job
of collecting and setting up the exhibit.

Open House at The Institute of Optics. Formal activities on Anniversary Day began with
Open House all afternoon at the Institute’s new home on the River Campus. Faculty

Faculty of the Institute of Optics, Fall 1979 celebrating the 50th anniversary.
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